SCHEDULE 6
SUPPLIER SELECTION CRITERIA

Procedure no. EU/06/TT/ZZ/2011; EU/18/TT/ZZ/2011 for awarding a contract in the open tender procedure:
Supply of 6 units of Terminal Tractors ( 2nd approach)
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1. The price – maximum 70 points, awarded using the following formula: (gross price in the lowest bid) / (gross price
in the bid under consideration) * 70. The calculated amount shall be rounded using the mathematical rule of
rounding, with such a number of decimal places as necessary to differentiate the scoring granted to bids with
different prices.
2. The quality of the equipment – maximum 20 points. The Tendering Committee members shall award from 0 to 20
points to each of the bids. The Contractor will be awarded:
• Max. 10 points for the average fuel or electricity consumption, using
the following formula: (the lowest consumption of fuel or electricity) / (the consumption
level under consideration) * 10. The calculated amount shall be rounded using the
mathematical rule of rounding, with such a number of decimal places as necessary to
differentiate the scoring granted to bids with different prices.
• Max. 10 points for the customer service response time /identification of a defect/ less than 8
hours from the notification about a defect; if the customer service reaction
/identification of a defect/ time is longer, i.e. above 8 hours - 0 points.
3. Warranty period – maximum 10 points. The Contractor will be awarded 2 points for each 6 months extension of
periods referred to in point 3.4 of the Tender Specification(SIWZ) (the Contracting Party requires that all periods
referred to in that point must be extended in the same manner) – however, not more than 10 points in total.
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